Relating to cannabis; and declaring an emergency; this is not an emergency legislators, its waste, OLCC runs the cannabis licensing and enforcement program, so in other words, OLCC is going to study their own practices of the cannabis program.

Let me guess this was/is already a line item "this so-called emergency study" within the appropriations budget the the Oregon Liquor Control Corporation. Is the OLCC incorporated, hum, Oregon Constitution "no money shall be appropriated to any corporation, lawmakers how do you get around this?

How much is/was appropriated for this study that was already decided before HB 3000 came before the Houses of the Legislature, and then published for Oregonians?

Seems that a few of the Bills are prearranged for allocation before any citizen notice and/or testimony is put forth. Lawmakers are not/do not seem concerned that the order of lawmaking is being twisted around for the benefit of the few, the connected, the government chosen recipients of state revenue. And the hearings and testimony are just for show, as lawmakers promises have already been setup ahead of time.